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Language Taster Lesson Plan

Language: Mandarin
Session time: 45 minutes
Topic: family
Lesson objective: At the end of session, students will be able to say a few family member words, such as mum, dad, and a few sentences such as my name is…, I have a mum. They will also know something about Chinese family culture.

OBJECTIVES	ACTIVITY	RESOURCES	GROUPING	SKILLS	TIME
Welcome presentation	Show slide show of the Chinese city Beijing while students come in and sit down.Explain the objectives of the lesson (slide 7)	Power point slides 1 – 6Objectives: Slide 7	Whole class		1min 
1. Students learn how to say Hello, What is your name?, My name is ...	Teach pupils how to say Hello, What is your name?, My name is ... Drill thoroughly to ensure that pupils are confident with the language.Pupils practise in pairs. Then ask volunteers to perform greetings to each other.	PowerPoint slides8-10	Whole class, pairs	Speaking	7 mins
Students are introduced to a few Chinese characters	Write the characters “sun, moon, mountain, stone” on the whiteboard, and let students guess the meaning. Then show students PowerPoint slide 11 with pinyin, characters and pictures. Let students compare the characters with pictures on the slide.	WhiteboardPowerPoint slide 11	Whole class	Reading	3 mins
Introduce Chinese family culture	Let students look at slides 12-17 first, then have a quick discussion and ask them what has changed in Chinese families over time.Introduce slide 18 and tell pupils about family values in China – ask them how it is different to family life here?	Power point slides 12 - 17Slide 18	Whole class	Listening and speaking	5 mins
Introduce 8 family members including characters	Teach pupils how to say the 8 words, showing them slides 19-22.  Drill the words properly.Explain that the names for grandparents depend on whether it is your mum’s parents or your dad’s (for this class they will only learn dad’s parents).Check that students can remember Chinese words using slide 23.	PowerPoint slides 19-23	Whole class	Speaking and reading	6 mins 
Putting the language into practice 	Play the monster games in groups to practice the sound of words (Game explanation is attached at the back)	Monster masks	Groups of 5/6	Speaking	10 mins
Learn to say: I have a …	Introduce the phrase I have a… using slides 24-25 (Lisa Simpson)Let students introduce their family voluntarily use the sentence we have learned. For example: I have a mum, a dad, and a younger sister.	PowerPoint slides 24-25	Whole class	Speaking	3 mins
Consolidation of phrases and vocabulary (speaking and writing practice)	Create a family game: Hand out packs with laminated pictures and backing card. Let students work in groups of 4 pupils (6 groups in total); they have to choose pictures to create a family. Students stick their family onto the A4 card and work out how to describe the family to the class in Chinese. They can write the family names onto the card if they wish to do so (using slide 26 to remind them). Ask for volunteers to come to the front to describe their family.	Laminated pictures (8)Laminated card (8)Blue tackBoard pensPowerPoint slide 26	Groups of 4/5	Speaking and writing	8 mins
Plenary	Show slide 27 with the lesson objectives and ask students what they’ve learnt (ask them to give you examples in Chinese). Ask pupils how they found the lesson with slide 28.	Powerpoint slides 27 - 28	Whole class 	Speaking	2 mins


